The Prevalence, Location, and Dimensions Of Interthalamic Adhesions and Their Clinical Significance: Corpse Brain Analysis
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Abstract

Background Interthalamic adhesion (ITA) or massa intermedia is a midline rod-like neural structure interconnecting the medial surfaces of two thalami. Its absence is considered as a midline defect associated with schizophrenia spectrum disorder. The present study aimed to determine the prevalence, location, and dimensions of the ITA in South Asian brains.

Materials and Methods One hundred midsagittal sections of adult cadaveric brains were examined for the presence or absence of ITAs, their location about the lateral wall of the third ventricle, and their dimensions.

Results ITA was found in 86 sections. In two cases, it was double. There was no significant relationship between the incidence of ITAs and sex (p > 0.05). The ITA was most commonly located in the anterosuperior quadrant. The horizontal diameter was 4.61 ± 1.17 mm, and the vertical diameter was 3.10 ± 0.78 mm. In all cases, the horizontal diameter was longer than the vertical. The average area of the ITA was significantly larger in females (17.56 ± 5.26 mm²) than in males (13.62 ± 5.22 mm²) (p = 0.025).

Conclusion Presence of ITA is common in South Asian brains, with usual location in the anterosuperior quadrant of the lateral wall of the third ventricle. The cross-sectional area of the ITA was significantly larger in females than in males. No correlation was found between the surface area of the ITA and the length of the third ventricle.

Introduction

The interthalamic adhesion (ITA) or massa intermedia (MI) is a neuroanatomical mass composed of commissural fibers, interconnect the medial surfaces of two thalami across the third ventricular cavity.1,2 Behind the interventricular foramen of Monro.3 Among mammals, in humans it is comparatively less developed and includes only the nucleus reuniens
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and part of the nucleus rhomboideus. It can even be absent or duplicated on rare occasions. During the early embryonic stage, the ITA appears concurrently with the thalami. As the thalami grow, they gradually approach each other to meet over a variable area, known as the ITA. Owing to the pressure of cerebrospinal fluid (CSF), it elongates as a bar of neural tissue.

The actual function of the ITA in humans and consequent symptoms due to its absence are mostly unrevealed. Cognition of its morphology, size, shape, and topography is critical in neurosurgery and neuroradiology. In humans, the ITA is vital owing to its substantial variability and its possible role in dopaminergic regulation of the limbic system as described in cat model. ITA is more likely to be absent in male schizophrenics compared with the female. Association have been reported between ITA size differences and neuropsychological measures of attention functioning in healthy females and reported as more prevalent and prominent in females. Overall, most researchers brace the conviction that commissural fibers within the ITA interconnects the limbic and cognitive processing networks shows sexual dimorphism in morphology and prevalence. Studying ITA using in vivo neuroimaging techniques is helpful to understand its anatomical connectivity. However, identifying ITA on acquired images is very challenging, specifically in younger individuals with narrow third ventricles and “kissing” thalami. Studies on cadaveric or corpse brains can help to make out the prevalence, detailed structure, and location of this minute structure in detail. Probabilistic tractography is a recent advanced technique to know the patterns of the fiber passing through the ITA and their connectivity. Very few studies have described the morphology, morphometry, and topographic location of ITA on the lateral wall of the third ventricle in midsagittal sections of the brain. However, to date, no such data on South Asian ethnicity is available. With this background, the present study was undertaken, primarily to determine the prevalence, location, and morphology of ITA in South Asian cadaveric brains and to determine any correlation between ITA size and sex and third ventricle.

### Materials and Methods

This cross-sectional observational study was done in the department of anatomy over a period of 3 years. Fifty adult human cadaveric brains (38 male and 12 female) aged at death approximately 45 to 65 years were fixed in a basic suspension of formalin (10%) for 4 weeks to achieve complete and uniform fixation. Cadavers with a history of head injury and visible brain abnormalities were excluded from the study. Formalin fixation causes brain shrinkage. To compensate this shrinkage effect, 10% formalin solution (the actual amount of formaldehyde dissolved in 10% formalin is only 3.7–4.0%) was used, as this can be considered a standard method of fixation. Subsequently, the brains were meticulously sectioned with a brain knife in the midsagittal plane through the body of the corpus callosum, the interhemispheric fissure, the septum pellucidum, the cavity of the third ventricle, and the cerebral aqueduct. The ITA, connecting the medial surfaces of two thalami, was cut thereby and features were noted on these midsagittal sections and recorded.

Medial surfaces of the sagittal sections were looked for the presence or absence of the ITA. When present, the shapes of the ITAs were noted and photographed for record. Sections with absence/duplication of ITA were excluded from further study.

Subsequently, to determine the topographic location of the ITA, a coordinate system was drawn on the lateral wall of the third ventricle (viewed from its medial aspect). The X-axis (abscissa) was defined as a straight line connecting the superior most point of the anterior commissure (CA) and the inferior most point of the posterior commissure (CP). The Y-axis: line intercepted the midpoint of the CA-CP line (X-axis). A, anterior; P, posterior; S, superior; I, inferior.

To estimate its size (midsagittal cross-sectional area), the horizontal (HD) and vertical (VD) diameters were measured using digital calipers (Mitutoyo 12”/300 mm, 0.01 mm resolution), and the cross-sectional area (SA) was computed. HD was measured as the anteroposterior length of the ITA at the level of the posterior point of the interventricular foramen (of Monro). VD was measured as the vertical tangential length of the ITA passing through its center. The SA calculated by this procedure was correlated with the distance between the CA and CP (CA-CP interval) to establish whether it depends on the length of the third ventricle.

### Results

An ITA was present in 43 of the 50 brains studied (86%). Among the 38 males, it was present in 34 (89.47%), and among the 12 females, it was present in 9 (75.00%). It was absent in 7 brains (14.00%) and 4 males (10.52%) and 3 females (25.00%). There was no significant relationship between the prevalence of the ITA and sex (p > 0.05). Among
the 43 cases, the ITA was single in 42 (96.97%) and doubled in one (3.03%) (►Fig. 3). ITAs of different shapes were found, oval or elliptical (primary diameter or length was antero-posterior) as the most common, followed by circular and triangular or irregular as least common (►Fig. 4). In two-thirds of the cases, the ITA was located entirely or mainly in the anterosuperior quadrant. In the rest of the cases, it was found in the center, or in the antero- or posteroinferior quadrant of the lateral wall of the third ventricle. ►Table 1 depicts the morphometric data of the ITA with their statistical analysis. None of the variables showed significant difference between male and female except for surface area (SA) of the ITA.

**Discussion**

The morphology, function, and clinical relevance of ITA have received very little attention in anatomy textbooks and the published literature. The ITA becomes apparent about the second trimester of gestation along with several features of the ventricular system and as the age advances, the capacity of the third ventricle increases leading into ITA shrinkage. Although the specific function of the ITA is yet to be established, it is presumed that it can affect the flow and pressure distribution of CSF within the cavity of the third ventricle. According to Snyder et al, the ITA, together with other midline structures, participates in forming the central neural circuits responsible for the processing of attention and information.

It also regulates electrocortical activities, distribution of epileptiform discharges over the cerebral hemispheres, in the temporal and limbic regions of the cerebrum, more obvious in males than females.

Various studies reported conflicting results on sex predilection of its presence and absence. Allen and Gorski

![Fig. 2](image1) Absence of interthalamic adhesion (ITA). CA, anterior commissure; CP, posterior commissure; A, anterior; P, posterior; S, superior; I, inferior.

![Fig. 3](image2) Duplication of interthalamic adhesion (ITA). CA, anterior commissure; CP, posterior commissure; A, anterior; P, posterior; S, superior; I, inferior.

![Fig. 4](image3) Various shapes of the ITA. (A) Oval; (B) circular; (C) triangular.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measured Variables</th>
<th>Mean (in mm)</th>
<th>Range</th>
<th>p-Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horizontal diameter (HD)</td>
<td>4.51 ± 1.13</td>
<td>4.63 ± 1.19</td>
<td>2.23–2.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vertical diameter (VD)</td>
<td>3.07 ± 0.63</td>
<td>3.13 ± 0.83</td>
<td>1.63–3.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface area (SA)</td>
<td>12.17 ± 4.57</td>
<td>14.49 ± 5.23</td>
<td>3.63–18.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CA-CP distance</td>
<td>18.46 ± 4.22</td>
<td>17.34 ± 6.94</td>
<td>11.2–22.12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: CA, anterior commissure; CP, posterior commissure; ITA, interthalamic adhesion.
studied 100 healthy cadaveric brains and reported that the ITA was more frequent in females (78.00%) than males (68.00%). In contrast, we found it more frequently in males than females; however, the difference was nonsignificant ($p > 0.05$). Sexual dimorphism in the presence of the ITA could be associated with aberrant neurodevelopmental phenomenon, more commonly seen in males.\(^{23}\)

The absence of ITA varies widely in the normal human population (2.30–31.7%). An extensive cadaveric study done on 921 brains, showed absence of ITA in 31.70% cases.\(^{5}\) Park et al\(^{24}\) studied on Korean brains, and reported the absence of the ITA in 11.60%. A meta-analysis by Trzesniak et al\(^{17}\) reported that the absence of the ITA ranges from 2.30 to 22.30%. The wide variation could be attributed to differences in the type of study (cadaveric or neuroimaging), ethnicity of the populations under study, and sample size. Neuroimaging studies usually incorporate a wide age range, while cadaveric studies tend to be skewed toward an older population. While some reports\(^{1,2,17}\) have not reported decline in the prevalence of ITA across age, other studies done by Rabl\(^{5}\), Trzesniak et al,\(^{17}\) and Rosales et al\(^{18}\) have shown a decrease in the prevalence of ITA with age. Thus, it remains plausible that whether age plays a role in determining ITA prevalence or not. A comprehensive longitudinal study across all decades of life may help to get the answer.

Erbaği et al\(^{25}\) reported that the ITA was more often absent in schizophrenia patients than in healthy individuals. However, such an association has not been clinically established with certainty.

Most previous studies have reported sexual dimorphism in the absence of the ITA in various populations. A definite sexual dimorphism in the absence of the ITA was reported by Nopoulos et al\(^{15}\) and Ceyhan et al\(^{26}\) (13.56% vs. 32.08% and 6.00% vs. 23.10%, respectively). Allen and Gorski\(^{22}\) also revealed that men were less likely to have an ITA than women, suggesting potentially underlying the sex difference in cognitive function.\(^{27}\) In contrary, we found more females without ITA than males ($p < 0.05$). This result could be due to the lesser number of female brains than male or to the race and ethnicity of the specimens. Additionally, Erbaği et al\(^{25}\) and Haghiri et al\(^{27}\) tried to establish an association between the absence of the ITA and schizophrenia but found no such association.

Although the specific role of the ITA in humans is uncertain, animal studies have proven its role in regulating dopamine release from the basal ganglia.\(^{11}\) Schizophrenic patients have more pronounced surges of inactivity of the dopaminergic system in the mesolimbic pathway but diminished activity in the mesocortical pathway. This background indicates that the absence of the ITA could be an early risk factor associated with the future manifestation of schizophrenia.\(^{11,26}\)

The association between the absence of ITA and psychiatric illness has been extensively reported in the literature. Takahashi et al\(^{11}\) reported significantly smaller amygdala in schizophrenic patients without ITA than those with ITA. While these findings are preliminary, they indicate ITA’s crucial role in connecting interhemispheric limbic systems. This, in turn, suggests lack of ITA may be an independent risk factor for limbic-mediated psychiatric conditions. On the contrary, de Souza Crippa et al\(^{28}\) reported that the ITA was absent just as often in patients as in controls, even though absence was more common in male versus female schizophrenic patients.

Only a few reports of duplication of the ITA have been described in the literature. In few cases, it is not clear whether the duplication is actual or whether there is a single fenestrated ITA.\(^{7,8}\) In our study, we found only one case (2%) with duplication of the ITA in Indian brains similar to the findings of Malobabić et al\(^{7}\) in Serbian brains. Pavlović et al\(^{3}\) studied 43 Serbian brains and reported duplication of the ITA in 3%. Samra and Cooper\(^{29}\) studied 32 brains and reported duplication in four. ITA duplication is a congenital abnormality, and does not require routine medical or surgical attention. Moreover, the long-term prognosis in such patients remains unclear.

Neurosurgeons performing endoscopic ventriculostomy frequently encounter with the variations in topography and size of the ITA. Particularly, enlarged ITA in patients with neural tube defects (e.g., myelomeningocele) can obstruct the visualization of the floor of the third ventricle while performing third ventriculostomy for hydrocephalus.\(^{30}\) Therefore, the exact position of the ITA is crucial for preoperative planning.

Pavlović et al\(^{3}\) studied 43 Serbian brains and located the ITA using the CA-CP line system. In most brains, it was in the anterosuperior quadrant, but only in two (5.13%) cases were it entirely located in that quadrant; in the rest, it encroached into other quadrants. In 16 (41.02%) cases, it was chiefly located in the anterosuperior quadrant with caudal extension into the posterosuperior. In 11 (28.21%), it was equally located in the anterosuperior and posterosuperior quadrants, and in 10 (25.64%) it was located almost in the center of the lateral wall of the third ventricle.

In our study, the location of the ITA was determined by constructing a coordinate system on the lateral wall of the third ventricle using the CA-CP line, as Pavlović et al\(^{3}\) did. The ITA lay predominantly in the anterosuperior quadrant, consistent with the findings of Malobabić et al.\(^{7}\) In the specimen with double ITAs, both were located entirely within the anterosuperior compartment. Contrary to the findings of Pavlović et al,\(^{3}\) we did not report any ITA extending from the anterosuperior quadrant to any other, such might be due to their smaller size.

The average cross-sectional area (SA) of the ITA we reported (►Table 1) is close to the value reported by Malobabić et al\(^{7}\) who measured ITA sizes in 50 brains and recorded an average SA of 13.1 mm$^2$ (range 1.50–34.00 mm$^2$). In a similar study by Pavlović et al\(^{3}\) on 41 Serbian brains, the average SA was 29.81 ± 12.49 mm$^2$ (range 3.53–56.50 mm$^2$). Pavlović et al\(^{3}\) found most of the SAs between 20.00 and 40.00 mm$^2$, while we found them mostly between 10.00 and 20.00 mm$^2$. Sen et al\(^{31}\) reported that the mean transverse diameter of the ITA was longer in males than females, whereas the vertical and anteroposterior diameters were larger in females. Most researchers have found larger SAs of the ITAs in females.
than males,26,32 even though the female brain is smaller. The larger ITA could enable females to counterbalance the overall brain size differences.22 We also found a significant difference between the SAs of females and males (►Table 1). Although the sex difference in SA is well established, there is no literature describing the timing at which this differentiation originates. It is believed that differences in ITA morphology can account for sexual dimorphism in cognitive functions and cerebral lateralization.

Females having on average a larger ITA3,12 and larger right orbitofrontal cortices33 shows robust connectivity between ITA and lateral orbitofrontal cortex in the right hemisphere. Additionally, Damle et al17 and Borghei et al12 have reported more substantial attention scores in females with ITA.

We attempted to correlate SA of ITA with third ventricle size. However, neither such relation was reported previously,3,7 nor we found one. A few researchers attempted to correlate the development of the ITA with size of the thalamus or brain weight, but again no relationship could be established.34

Clinical Relevance

To date, the role of ITA (MI) in the human brain has not been established. Recent studies suggest its presence may play a role in normal human neurocognitive function.1 There is growing evidence that ITA is likely a midline white matter conduit, responsible for interhemispheric connectivity, similar to other midline commissures. Probabilistic tractography shows that the fibers passing through ITA act as a conduit for broad frontal lobe interhemispheric connectivity.2 So, knowing its morphology, variability in topographic location, and SA/linear dimensions is of interest in neurosurgery. A combination of modern imaging techniques with morphological examination of postmortem brain specimens might be considered the best possible way to read up on this miniature neuroanatomical structure.

Conclusion

Presence of ITA is common in the South Asian brains, with usual location in the anterosuperior quadrant of the lateral wall of the third ventricle. The cross-sectional area of the ITA was significantly larger in females than males. No correlation was found between the surface area of the ITA and the length of the third ventricle.
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